Abstract
Introduction
Over the past few years, kernel methods have been successfully applied on natural language processing tasks together with several different learning algorithms and achieved state-of-the-art performance. An intuitive idea of the kernel method is to find a mapping Ф from original space to a new space, in which problems can be easily solved. The kernel calculates the similarity between two objects, defined as the dot-product in the new vector space (e.g. K(x, y) = Ф(x) •Ф(y)).
Natural language texts have the form of sequences of words. After preprocessing on the texts, they are discrete structures, such as parsing trees [1, 2] , sequences [3, 4] or graphs [5] . In these cases, convolution kernels [6] , which run on these discrete structures, show excellent performances. Convolution kernels do not construct the feature vectors explicitly. They keep the initial form of input objects. However, convolution kernels implicitly map the original space to the new space indexed by all substructures. During computation, they enumerate all substructures occurring in both inputs and then count the common ones. For example, the tree kernels find common fragments of the shallow parsing trees, and the Wordsequence kernel [3, 7] considers common word subsequences. Recently convolution kernels have been combined with syntax information [8] from various levels like tokenization, shallow parsing etc. However, few of them employ the semantic knowledge. To solve this problem, this paper presents an improved kernel function in which the semantic similarity between Chinese words is embedded.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 discusses obtaining semantic knowledge and our kernel function. Section 3 shows relation extraction experiments and results. Finally, the conclusion and future work are presented.
Our method
Many kinds of convolution kernels have made stateof-the-art performances. According to the data structure they use, convolution kernels could be divided into three classes: tree kernel [1, 2] , sequence kernel [3, 4] and graph kernel [5] . In the reminder sections, we restrict the discussion to sequence kernels and our improvements. We introduce our model in this section including semantic information acquisition and the improved kernel function.
Obtaining semantic knowledge from ontology
The semantic knowledge this paper introduced is the similarity between Chinese words. In the new kernel function, matched subsequences are not the word sequences but the POS sequences. The similarity of the corresponding word sequences are then measured by the semantic similarity between their words and embedded in to the kernel calculation.
Many prior approaches use the statistic methods to calculate the semantic information such as GVSM [3] , LSI [9] and PCA [10] which depend much on the training set. Without loss of generality, this paper derives semantic knowledge from hownet [11] which is an authoritative ontology for Chinese. Each word in hownet has several concepts [12] . The similarity between two words is defined as the maximum similarity of their concepts:
Concept similarity is evaluated by two different measures, concept similarity [12] and concept relevance.
First, in hownet each concept is represented by several primitive expressions separated with commas. There are 4 parts of primitive expressions constructed by primitives with or without relation descriptors. The similarity of two concepts can be calculated by combining the similarities of their primitive expressions:
Where sim i (C 1 , C 2 ) is the similarity measure of the ith kind of primitive expression [12] and β i is the parameter indicates the primitive expression's weight.
The similarity between primitive expressions is measured by their primitives using the equation (3) . Where dis(p 1 , p 2 ) means the semantic distance between two primitives. The semantic distance is defined as the path length of the two primitives in semantic tree. The semantic tree is constructed according to the hyponymy between primitives. Here α is a parameter whose value is the distance between two primitives when they share a similarity of 0.5.
Second, another measure is the overlay of the two concepts' relevant set. Relevant set of a concept contains the concepts that share one or more common primitive expressions with it. The relevance between two concepts can be measured with the following equation:
The integrated formula of the semantic similarity of two concepts is:
λ 1 , λ 2 are weight parameters.
Embedding the semantic knowledge in sequence kernel
Word-sequence kernel processes gapped word sequences to yield the kernel value. Soft matching [3] is a prior attempt on add semantic information to convolution kernels. However this will significantly increase the computational cost. We introduce the POS sequence into kernel calculation and match the POS sequences instead of word sequences. The semantic similarity of corresponding word sequence is then embedded.
First of all, definitions needed are as follows: A two tuple X i = (p, w) is used to store the paired information of a symbol in which p denotes a POS and w denotes the word of X i . Let X = X 1 X 2 …X |X| , Y = Y 1 Y 2 …Y |Y| denote the input sequences.
Input sequences include POS and words. They can be considered as two relative sequences, word sequence and POS sequence. The basic idea of this approach can be described as:
To reduce the time complexity, we apply the recursive implementation:
Where λ m is the decay factor of matches and the function SIM (W 1 , W 2 ) is used to calculate the semantic similarity between two Chinese words. SIM (W 1 , W 2 ) is described in section 2.1.
The λ g is the distinct decay factor for gaps.
Here SIM (W 1 , W 2 ) is also used to embed the semantic knowledge. Function δ is used to determine if two inputs are equal to each other. Here inputs of δ are symbols' POS. Function δ returns 1 while inputs are equal and returns 0 otherwise.
In some special cases such as any input sequence's size is lower than n, the kernel values are specified in equation (10) to (13).
Experiments
In this section, two experiments which extract the ORG-Affiliation relations from Chinese texts are carried out to evaluate the new kernel function in relation extraction tasks, comparing with the featurebased approach and prior subsequence kernels. Documents collected from the web are used to generate relation candidates automatically. From about 86k words, 6086 candidates are generated in which 1852 are positive. Experiment 1 is raised to see if the new semantic kernel has a better ability to distinguish different relation examples. In this experiment, kernels are used to calculate the similarity between two relation examples. Similarities between two positive examples and between a positive example and a negative one are evaluated. For each condition, we calculate 200 pairs and the average kernel values are listed in Table 1 . Here "Feature-based" means the Feature-based method which uses the dot product to compute similarity between objects and "Word-sequence kernel" denotes the traditional kernel function. "Semantic kernel" means the new sequence kernel with semantic knowledge proposed in this paper. The expression "P VS P" in Table 2 denotes that the inputs of kernel functions are two positive relation examples and the expression "P VS N" means a positive example and a negative example. The results are shown in Table 2 from which it could be concluded that new sequence kernel with semantic knowledge achieves better performance than other prior approaches. Note that in this experiment, the training corpus is relatively large and providing enough examples for training. Results in Figure 1 show that, during the reduction of the training set, performance of the new kernel function descends slower than two other methods. Even with about 20% of the initial training examples, the new semantic kernel is also efficient. The featurebased approach and traditional sequence kernel have a rapid decrease on F-measure during the training set reducing from 80% to 40%.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a method to embed the semantic similarity of Chinese words in to convolution kernel calculation. In order to achieve this, POS sequence and word sequence are both used. First, word sequence match in traditional Word-sequence kernel is replaced by POS sequence match. Then semantic similarity of corresponding word sequence for each matched POS sequence is embedded in the kernel calculation. Gaps are handled differently to the matches. Experiments show that, the new kernel has better generalization ability than other methods and achieve superior performances especially on small training sets. However, more other useful syntax and semantic information could be added into our work in the future. What's more, we would try to find more efficient methods to speed up the kernel calculation.
